	
  

	
  

THE CARE AND MAINTENANCE GUIDE

About our Metal:
Easy care and maintenance are just one of the many qualities a Havens Metal
sink displays. As a handcrafted masterpiece, each of our sinks are fabricated
and built with the highest quality materials, always made from American nonrecycled metals.
Due to the nature of manufacturing from quality and pure metal, our sinks DO NOT need
to be dried after each use or require routine waxings as many competitior’s sinks do. Any
sinks that require these extra steps are known to be an inferior product that will not last.

Cleaning and Maintaining a Copper Sink:
Maintaining a Havens made copper sink will be one of the easiest chores you
will ever have to do in your kitchen. Follow these simple steps to clean your
copper sink:
1. Apply soap or any non-abrasive household detergent to a wet paper
towel or sponge.
2. Wipe down the sink’s copper interior with the soapy applicator to
remove any residue and food particles.
3. Rinse away the excess and soap with warm water.
4. If desired, apply a copper conditioner to restore the sink to it’s shiny
showroom finish.
Following these easy steps insures a lasting finish on your copper, and allows
for the natural aging process to take place. As a “living metal” copper displays
fascinating characteristics and exhibits a self-healing patina over time which
accentuates a rich blend of browns, and deep oranges. With a self-healing
patina, our copper sinks naturally restore blemishes brought on by stains from
harsh liquids, food marks, and abrasive cleaners.
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Cleaning and Maintaining a Stainless Steel Sink:
1. Apply soap or any non-abrasive household detergent to a wet paper
towel or sponge.
2. Wipe down the sink’s Stainless Steel interior with the soapy applicator to
remove any residue and food particles.
3. Rinse away the excess and soap with warm water.
4. If desired, apply a Stainless Steel conditioner to restore the sink to it’s
shiny showroom finish.
Following these easy steps insures a lasting finish on your Stainless Steel,
guaranteed to shine for decades to come. Whether your selected finish is
textured, hammered, or smooth, our Stainless Steel sinks are modern kitchen
masterpieces that you can be proud of for decades to come.
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